Orientational and interaction induced dynamics in the isotropic phase of a liquid crystal: Polarization resolved ultrafast optical Kerr effect spectroscopy J. Chem. Phys. 120, 10828 (2004) The vibrational characteristics of liquid dynamics are used to describe the ultrafast relaxations observed in time-dependent fluorescence Stokes shift [J. Chem. Phys. 95, 4715 (1991)] and heterodyne detected optical Kerr effect measurements on acetonitrile, via a Brownian oscillator model. Introducing a frequency distribution of vibrational modes makes it possible to compare the two experiments. The ultrafast decays observed in the fluorescence Stokes shift and optical Kerr signals are produced by destructive superposition of the high frequency, underdamped modes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The time scale of solvent response to rapid perturbations, such as a change in the charge distribution of a solute molecule, is currently a topic of much interest. 1-4 A popular method of studying such solvation dynamics is to measure the shift in the fluorescence spectrum (Stokes shift) of a solute molecule following short pulse excitation.
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The normalized time resolved shift in the characteristic emission frequency can be related directly to the dynamical response of the solvent. Iflinear response can be assumed, whichjudging from simulation results is often a good assumption,5.7.8 the solvation response can be directly related to correlation functions describing the eqUilibrium fluctuations in, for example, the electric potential of the solvent molecules. Theoretical descriptions of this process, based on liquid structure theory, further assume that the structure of the liquid is little altered by the presence of the solute molecule. 2 . 9 . 1o
Over the same period there have been many studies of pure liquid dynamics exploiting the optical Kerr effect (OKE).11-14 In this technique the liquid is subjected to an ultra-short perturbation by a polarized pump pulse and the subsequent decay of the optically induced birefringence is monitored by means of a polarized probe pulse. The formation and decay of the birefringence signal contains contributions from both intra-and intermolecular motions.11-13.15. 16 A basic distinction between the Stokes shift and OKE experiments is that in the former case the perturbation (the change in solute dipole moment) is turned on rapidly and left on, whereas in the latter case the perturbation (the optical field) is turned on and off rapidly, i.e., step function vs delta function perturbation. This means that underdamped contributions to the molecular response, if present, are more readily apparent in the OKE measurement since the system will continue to respond after the pump pulse is over.
In parallel with these studies a number of molecular 1 acetomtn e. T e so ute dependence of the solvent response has also been investigated by MD simulations. 8 While the solute-solvent force constants depend upon whether the solute is charged or neutral, the ultrafast solvent dynamics are not greatly affected. That the force constant is larger for a charged solute suggests the solvent structure is altered by the presence of the solute, while the insensitivity of the ultrafast dynamics to the solute charge arises because underdamped, inertial solvent motions are responsible for the short time 82°Th ' '1 response. . e mertIa component of the solvent response will lead to a correlation function that initially decays as a Gaussian.
In this paper we introduce a simple Brownian oscillator model for the solvent dynamics. The model enables us to make a quantitative connection between the short time behavior in the Stokes shift and the intermolecular contribution to the OKE experiments. Although developed independently our model has a great deal in common with the one described recently by McMorrow and Lotshaw in connection with their OKE studies. 21 Very recently these authors pointed out the qualitative connection between the short time solvent dynamics probed by the two techniques. 22 Chen and Strate 3 also made the suggestion recently that ultrafast solvation dynamics could be described in terms of solvent normal modes. Here we make this connection quantitative. The success of the simple model presented here will, we hope, encourage more sophisticated approaches.
II. EXPERIMENT
Experimental details on the measurement and analysis offemtosecond fluorescence Stokes shift (TDFSS) has been given previously.19 The dye oscillator used in the TDFSS and OKE studies is a synchronously pumped cavity dumped antiresonant ring dye laser that produces 60 fs duration pulses of 3 nJ energy. 24 In case of the OKE experiments, these pulses were amplified in a two-pass dye jet pumped by the frequency doubled, 100kHz repetition rate, output of aNd: Y AG regenerative amplifier. 25 White light continuum was generated in water and a 20 nm spectral band centered at 580 nm was selected. A prism compensation scheme was used to optimize the intensity and interferometric autocorrelations at the point of the experiment. The OKE studies were carried out in an optical heterodyne configuration 26 using the resultant 40 fs pulses.
The OKE signal contains both electronic (instantaneous) and nuclear contributions. The nuclear portion of the signal was isolated by subtracting the scaled pump-probe pulse intensity autocorrelation from the birefringence signal. The proper magnitude for the subtraction is judged by matching the leading edges of the two data sets.
The OKE data was analyzed by linear prediction singular value decomposition. 27 This method of analysis obtains the amplitude, frequency, phase, and time constant of the component exponentially damped cosinusoidal functions that are used to describe the data set.
III. THEORY

A. Solvation dynamics
The normalized response function, S( t), in solvation dynamics is defined by !l. Here !l.Esol (t) is the time dependent solvation energy observed after a step function change in the electrical property of the solute by an ultra-short laser pulse.
The solvent dielectric response function is usually described by two components, whereby the instantaneous electronic contribution may be written by a step function and the nuclear response function is associated with the dynamical contribution of the solvent molecules. 28 Since the electronic response does not contribute to the time correlation function within the experimental time scale, we consider only the nuclear contribution.
The nonequilibrium response function can be calculated from a time correlation function of the electrical properties of the equilibrium system based on the linear response formalism. Assuming that the nuclear response function can be described by the superposition of solvation modes, Dz; (t) = Z; (t) -z;q, representing the many degrees of freedom of the disordered liquid, we have
The ith mode correlation function may be obtained by using a generalized Langevin equation,
DZ;(t) + fd7P;(t-7)OZ;(7) +liJ;Dz;(t) =/;(t). (3.3)
Here the P; (t) are time-dependent damping coefficients, liJ; are frequencies, and the /; are random processes.
Using a frequency distribution of the solvation modes, i.e., a spectral density, the normalized correlation function can be rewritten as R(liJ,t»p (3.4) ( ••• ) p denotes an average over the normalized spectral density. R(liJ,t) is a function oftime as well as frequency
where s, A, and L -I denote the Laplace variable, transform, and inverse Laplace transform, respectively. The time dependent damping term is taken to be a function of the frequency of the solvation mode so as to introduce a distribution of the friction. For simplicity we assume the Markovian approximation for P (t,liJ) . Then C( t) is given by
Equation (3.6) shows the solvation correlation function is a sum of the contributions of the overdamped (liJ < P /2) and underdamped (liJ > P /2) oscillators. Therefore, a bimodal decay on short time scales ( < 2-3 ps) can be described by these two separate contributions.
To compare different systems and solvents it is useful to define the average time constant
B. Ultrafast relaxation in solvation dynamics
An initial Gaussian decay is obtained when we expand C(t) for short times
The characteristic frequency determining the initial decay is defined by the second moment of the spectral density (liJ2) p ' The inherent inhomogeneity of the disordered solvent system is represented by the spectral density function. Thus the second moment, in this model, is the characteristic quantity representing the average magnitude of the intermolecular interaction between solvent molecules at short times. The initial Gaussian decay is not determined by any damping constant or pure dephasing process of a single solvent mode but rather it is generated by the interference between the in homogeneously distributed underdamped solvent modes.
C. Optical Kerr effect
If the dynamical responses of the liquid to an impulsive external field are separated into the electronic and nuclear contributions, the response function, G(t), is given by28 (3.9) where A is a constant representing a measure of the electronic response and G N(t) represents the nuclear contribution.
In the previous section the dynamical aspects of a liquid in solvation dynamics were considered as a collection of damped oscillators, Eq. (3.3). Thus the Green's function of Eq. (3.3) is associated with the nuclear response functions in theOKE,
Using a spectral density of solvent modes, p(CtJ), e.g., polarization modes, and the Langevin oscillator model, the nuclear response function for the OKE is written as
n(CtJ) (3.11 )
From Eqs. (3.6) and (3.11) the solvation dynamics is related to the impUlsive nuclear response function of the optical Kerr measurement through the spectral density.
D. Long time decay
It is known that the long time decays observed in solvation dynamics and OKE are governed by orientational diffusive motion ofa solvent molecule. If the collective vibrational motion is not dynamically correlated with the diffusive orientational motion, we can include this effect by solving the corresponding diffusion equation. In cases where a large time scale separation exists between librational and diffusive motion this approximation may be quite reasonable. In order for the orientational diffusion to have inertial behavior we must solve the Fokker-Planck equation for the conditional probability in angular phase space.
For a special case of a spherical body, Hubbard 29 has presented a theory for rotational Brownian motion. Here we focus on the case of large friction. When u(t) denotes the unit vector of the molecular axis, we have where DR and t are the rotational diffusion coefficient and the rotational damping constant.
For solvation dynamics, the overall time-dependent response function may be described by a properly weighted sum of CCt) [see Eq. (3.8)] and C 1 (t). In the case of the optical Kerr effect the contribution from orientational diffusion is (3.14) where A ,B, and C are the magni tudes of the electronic, intramolecular, and intermolecular vibrational, and orientational diffusion contributions, respectively.
IV . RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Since the amplitude of the motion of a localized oscillator will, in general, be small, the contribution to the solvation energy from a single mode cannot dominate the stabilization of the solute from a nonequilibrium state. However, as seen in Eq. (3.6), the overall solvation response function, CU), can be constructed by the cumulative contribution of the oscillators. The strong intermolecular interactions between polar solvent molecules place severe constraints on the motion of the individual molecules in response to a perturbation of a solute. In other words, the molecular aspects of solventsolvent correlations may playa dominant role in the solvation dynamics rather than the solute-solvent correlations. Talking this one step further, if the solvent relaxation time determining how fast the nonequilibrium state relaxes is negligibly perturbed by the charge distribution of a solute molecule, the dynamical aspects of the solvation process may be understood by studies of the dynamical behavior of the pure liquid.
In the optical Kerr experiment the lag of the nuclear response behind the impulsive pump laser field arises from the inertial behavior of the liquid. The fast part of the response is generated by the contribution of the underdamped oscillators, which interfere constructively at times less than 100 fs and destructively after this. The slow component is due to the overdamped portion of liquid oscillators. This is exactly analogous to the pattern of relaxation observed in the solvation dynamics. When the anisotropic distribution of the liquid induced by an impulsive field is not severely different from the equilibrium distribution, the relaxation mechanism should closely resemble that of a local fluctuation in the liquid. Such fluctuations are collective motions involving several molecules [see Ref. 2 (a) and References therein]. Based on these physical pictures the connection of the OKE to the solvation dynamics through Eq. (3.6) and (3.11) arises naturally.
A. Time-dependent fluorescence Stokes shift in acetonitrile solution
Recently Rosenthal et al. 19 presented time-dependent fluorescence Stokes shift measurements of LDS-750 in acetonitrile. The measurements give the first direct experimental evidence for the inertial dynamics being a major con-tribution to solvation dynamics.
In the Stokes shift studies the experimentally measured response function is given by
where v(t) is the average frequency of the fluorescence as a function of time. A possible complication in the interpretation of the measurements of Rosenthal et al. 19 is the competing intramolecular vibrational relaxation of the solute. We expect the contribution to the fluorescence shift from vibrational relaxation to be small compared to that from solvent dynamics.
19 However, it is clearly of interest to have an independent test of the substantial inertial contribution in acetonitrile solvation dynamics. A comparison of the predicted impulsive nuclear response function [Eq. (3.11) ] with that obtained from the optical Kerr experiment of pure acetonitrile provides further experimental evidence for this substantial inertial component.
The comparison of the experimental Stokes shift result with the theoretical prediction is shown in Fig. 1 . To make a fit using Eq. (3.6) we assume that the distribution of the damping coefficients of solvation modes can be ignored, and the spectral density of the modes is modeled as (4.2) where N -1 and We are a normalization constant and the frequency at the maximum of the spectral density. The frequency distribution of liquid phonon modes in the liquid could be obtained from a far-infrared or a Rayleigh-wing spectrum. 30 In the present report we instead use the model distribution (4.2) since it includes most features of the density of vibrational modes in nonassociating liquids and is determined by single parameter, We' A best fit to the Stokesshift data gives a damping coefficient, f3 of 18 ps -1 and a value for We' characterizing the spectral density, of9.6 ps -1 (51 cm -1). The spectral density obtained from this fit close- ly resembles the far-infrared spectrum of acetonitrile, 30 although the spectrum does not give any information on the damping constant. The theoretical curve clearly captures the bimodal behavior of the experimentally measured response function. The fast decay ( < 100 fs) is mostly produced by the destructive interference of the underdamped modes and the slow decay (100 fs < t < I ps) is associated with the sum of the contributions of the overdamped modes. The quality of the fit, given by the use of two parameters, is excellent, however, before we discuss the significance of this we tum to the optical Kerr effect studies in acetonitrile.
B. Optical Kerr effect in pure acetonitrile
Optical heterodyne detected OKE data for acetonitrile have been presented by Kenney-Walace and co-workersY Recently McMorrow and Lotshaw 22 analyzed their OKE data using the Fourier-transform technique and pointed out the advantages of the frequency representation of the time domain experiments.
The optical heterodyne detected OKE signal is proportional to the third order polarization of the medium. 32 The induced anisotropy can be most generally described by the generalized nonlinear response function which is a fourth rank tensor in the laboratory frame. 33 In the present report we instead use a simplified expression for the OKE in order to make a comparison with the Stokes shift measurements (4.3) where I(t) is the intensity autocorrelation function of the laser pulse.
Our measured optical heterodyne detected OKE response of acetonitrile is shown in Fig. 2 . In the upper panel the measured response and the laser autocorrelation are shown. In the lower panel the nuclear response obtained by subtracting the intensity autocorrelation is shown. A fit to the raw data using the method of linear prediction singular value decomposition 27 gives the frequency of the intramolecular vibration (w = 380 cm -1) and the assumed exponential dephasing time constant associated with it is 0.45 ps. The solid line in the lower panel of Fig. 2 is the OKE nuclear response calculated curve using Eq. (3.11) and the parameters obtained from the Stokes shift fit. Since intramolecular vibrations are not included in our model, the obvious cosinusoidal oscillations are absent from the calculated curve. The fit is not perfect [in fact, an excellent fit can be obtained for f3 = 18 ps -1 and We = 12 ps -1 (65 cm -1)] but the major features of the curve-the lag in the peak and the bimodal decay-are well reproduced. Given the experimental uncertainty in the Stokes shift result ( -20% ), the deviation in the fitted parameters is reasonable.
The striking similarity of the measured and calculated curves suggest that the dynamical origins of the Stokes shift and Kerr responses in acetonitrile are basically identical. This supports the idea that the perturbation of the solvent by the solute is small and the linear response approximation is a reasonable one. They are both dominated by the inertial behavior of a distribution of intermolecular vibrations. The physical basis of this picture can be clarified by proposing that the solvation modes, introduced in Sec. III, are projections of the solvent normal mode vector onto the solvation coordinate, i.e., the polarization modes.
2 (c),23 The solvent normal modes will be coupled to neighboring modes through, e.g., repulsive forces and Fermi resonance, and thus the damping constant is related to energy relaxation via mode coupling. 34 (h) The intermolecular vibrational contribution to the solvation could be significant in the highly associating solvent system such as water. A recent optical heterodyne detected optical Kerr effect measurement of pure water 35 yields a frequency distribution of the intermolecular vibrational modes which agrees with the density of states of the normal modes 34 (a), 36 or the power spectrum of the angular and the translational velocity autocorrelation functions. 37 Since both the time-dependent Stokes shift and optical Kerr effect were measured for 1 and 3 ps, respectively, we cannot compare the long time behavior in the two measurements. However, semilogarithmic plots of the data show nonexponential decay in the time range.
The strong electronic coupling of the solute wave function to dipolar solvent molecules can enhance the intramolecular vibrational relaxation rate, therefore the complications of ignoring the intramolecular dynamics should be carefully examined. To inquire into this problem, TDFSS experiments for different solute molecules which may have different intramolecular dynamics or comparative studies of TDFSS and OKE will be informative.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The conventional approach to understanding solvation dynamics has been based on the description of the orientational diffusive motions of the solvent molecules. Although the slower components observed in relaxation processes in condensed phases are related to the diffusive motion of the solvent molecules, the ultrafast dynamics observed in solvation dynamics arid optical Kerr responses of liquids can be described by the oscillatory motions of the solvent molecules which are both collective and single molecular motions. Thus the ultrafast dynamics in a disordered liquid can be understood from the density of states of phonons in the liquid. 23 ,38 Particularly in strongly associated liquids such as water, the concept of reorientation of an individual molecule or small cluster cannot serve as an adequate description of the solvation dynamics. 30, 34, 39 In contrast to the molecular dynamics simulation result of Maroncelli, 17 we did not find any oscillatory features either in the Stokes shift measurement of LDS-750 in acetonitrile or in the optical Kerr measurement of pure acetonitrile, except for the intramolecular vibrational coherences. The absence of discrete (intermolecular) oscillatory character in the observed nuclear responses can be attributed to the broad spectral density. Ifthe solvation of a solute molecule is quantitatively dominated by a small number of solvent molecules surrounding the solute, the corresponding density of states representing the small ensemble would be narrow compared with that of the whole solvent system. In this case, such oscillatory features would be anticipated in the solvation correlation functions. 8, 17, 40 The model used here contains some serious approximations-i.e., a uniform damping constant for all the oscillators and an approximate model for the density of statesand we hope that further studies will lead to a more refined and general model. For example, molecular dynamics studies of the type pioneered by Ohmine 34 may lead to a better understanding of the molecular origin of the damping constant and how it depends on the type of motion involved. Such an understanding should be useful in describing the role of solvent in chemical reactions in condensed phases.
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